Curriculum Feedback

Feedback will be collected and reviewed in accordance with the maintenance plan that has been approved by DCF. Trainers should utilize the following form to provide feedback. Should you desire notification please assure that your email is provided as FIU will utilize email to provide information regarding the status of the feedback.

Mail completed form to: Diane Frazer, FIU, 3000 N.E. 151st Street, N. Miami 33181.

TRAINER NAME: ____________________________________________________________________
Agency: _______________________________________
Program Area: ________________________________
Email: _______________________________________
Phone #: ________________________________

COURSE NAME: ____________________________________________________________________

MODULE NAME(S) & #s

SEQUENCE and FLOW

Comments (strengths or areas for improvement):
Content and Activity Feedback

Directions:
1. Write your feedback directly on the hard copy of the course materials (TG, PG, TH).
2. Copy the pages with comments and attach them to this feedback form.
3. Or, record the page #s and title or topic names below with a description of your changes.
4. Mail and/or fax this information to FIU.

CONTENT

Using the curriculum materials for the course, specify the following types of revisions (if any) to the content of the instructional materials:
- Content Errors
- Additional Content Needed
- Unnecessary Content
- Content not Relevant to Child Protection Job Tasks
- Sequence/flow of Content within Topics/Subtopics in Modules

Module Name and #: ____________________________________________

Trainer Guide (TG) Topics and Page #s:

Participant Guide (PG) Titles and Page #s:

Trainer Handouts (TH) Titles and Page #s:
COMMENTS (strengths or areas for improvement):

ACTIVITIES
Supply your feedback for course/module activities (if any) by considering the following:

- Are relevant to child protection job tasks
- Support learning of knowledge, skills, abilities for child protection
- Adhere to adult learning principles
- Encourage decision-making
- Encourage participation

Module Name and #: _______________________________________

Trainer Guide (TG) Topics and Page #s:

Participant Guide (PG) Titles and Page #s:

Trainer Handouts (TH) Titles and Page #s:

COMMENTS (strengths or areas for improvement):